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ABSTRACT
Novel design creations often exist in the form of patents. It is well
acknowledged that patents are a great source of design inspira-
tion, therefore designers are encouraged to engage patents early
in the design process. Studies of patent analysis have been carried
out to benefit engineering design activities such as patent classifica-
tion, technology forecasting, idea generation and emerging design-
prior art comparison. However, the design intent behind inventions
has received little attention in patent analysis. Designers can gain
better design insight by looking at a patent from a systematic per-
spective starting from design intent to principal solutions. In this
paper, an approach is proposed to extract and link the knowledge
conveyed within patent descriptive sections to typical early engi-
neering design stages, namely Motivation, Specification and Struc-
ture. This knowledge is then conceptualised into TRIZ engineering
parameters and reconciled functional basis to enable cross-patent
analysis. When compared to expert analysis, the proposed approach
achieves an average of 63% accuracy with respect to Motivation,
56% with respect to Specification function and 44% with respect
to Specification flow. Potential applications of such linking for early
design use are then demonstrated through a prototype knowledge
network.
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1. Introduction

Innovation plays a crucial role in achieving the economic growth and development of
technology-based firms (Han et al. 2021). Design innovation often results in patents, offer-
ing public disclosure in exchange for legal coverage (Roca-Gonzalez, Vera-Lopez, and
Rodriguez-Bermudez 2018). Meanwhile, studying patents also have a significant influence
on design innovation (Koh 2020; Siddharth, Li, and Luo 2022c). As a large and freely acces-
sible information source, patents offer a promising potential source of design inspiration
to support enhanced ideation (Luo, Sarica, and Wood 2019; Wodehouse et al. 2017; Wode-
house et al. 2018). More than 90% of inventions across the world can be found in patents,
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with 80% of the techniques revealed by these patents not found in other professional arti-
cles (Chen 2009). A range of activities throughout the product development process can be
supported by patents, for example, scoping, generation and embodiment (Jiang and Luo
2022; Vasantha et al. 2017). Valuable information on engineering design concepts and their
physical realisations can also be obtained through the study of patents (Li et al. 2012).

For a designer to obtain an insightful understanding of patents, it is beneficial that the
invention design knowledge can be represented in a systematic manner that suits the
way of the designer’s thinking. Ríos-Zapata et al. (2017) summarised 6 phases of prod-
uct development: need identification, product requirements, conceptual design, embod-
iment design, detailed design and manufacturing design, and classified the first three
phases as early stages which are used in this study. ‘Need identification’ provides valu-
able insight into what is the driver for the design (Howard, Culley, and Dekoninck 2008).
This can be reflected in customer desires, government policies and customer reviews
(Dieter and Schmidt 2012). In the context of patent analysis, it is beneficial to know
why an invention exists and what problems it addresses to enable an improved under-
standing. The main goal of ‘Product requirements’ is to identify a series of functions
that the product must accomplish (Ríos-Zapata et al. 2017). ‘Conceptual design’ deter-
mines the principal solutions to fulfil the series of functions. At this stage quantity of
ideas is desired over quality to increase the likelihood of achieving a desirable product
(Liu et al. 2020). The study and analysis of patents can be time-consuming and a chal-
lenge for designers without the aid of data analysis tools. For example, the rich technical
content within a patent can be hidden within the legal terminologies used and thus
require considerable effort and expertise to extract (Kim, Suh, and Park 2008). Moreover,
as of 2018, the number of worldwide patent applications has been growing yearly by
8.3% (Sorce et al. 2018), which highlights a further increase in the availability of patent
knowledge.

Over recent decades, due to general advances in artificial intelligence and data sci-
ence, there has been a rapid growth in data science research specifically applied to engi-
neering design. A recent review study carried out by Chiarello, Belingheri, and Fantoni
(2021) shows that only around 35% of engineering design publications contain data sci-
ence topics, amongst which only around 15% of the publications relate to the problem
definition (‘Need identification’ and ‘Product requirements’) stage of engineering design.
On the contrary, another review study carried out by Jiang et al. (2022b) shows that more
than 70% of patent-for-design publications contribute to design methodology, i.e. the
development of a method or framework that can be applied to assist design activities,
which would be expected to cover the early stages of design. This indicates a lack in
the application of data science in patent-for-design research for early design use, espe-
cially in the problem definition stage. Therefore, in this paper the authors develop an
approach to identify and map invention design knowledge to three early design stages,
need identification, product requirements, conceptual design, with a particular focus on
the first two stages, aiming to provide designerswith richer insight into existing inventions.
Three types of knowledge will be referred to as Motivation (relates to Need identifica-
tion), Specification (relates to Product requirements) and Structure (relates to Conceptual
design).
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2. Related work

This study builds on prior studies of patent analysis for engineering design and natural lan-
guage processing of patent documents to link the motivation, specification and structure
of inventions. Relevant literature on these topics is presented in this section.

2.1. Patent analysis for engineering design

An early review carried out by Abbas, Zhang, and Khan (2014) summarised applications of
patent analysis. Since then, more recent literature has demonstrated that studying patents
can benefit the development of products in various aspects, for example, technological
forecasting (Cho et al. 2021 Han et al. 2021; Higham, Contisciani, and De Bacco 2022; Yang
et al. 2022) and patent classification (Grawe, Martins, and Bonfante 2017; Henriques, Fer-
reira, and Castelli 2022; Hu et al. 2018; Jiang et al. 2022a; Yan and Luo 2017). A survey
on deep learning for patent analysis carried out by Krestel et al. (2021) classifies the most
popular tasks for automated patent analysis, however, design is not explicitly addressed.

From the perspective of engineering design, research hasmostly concentrated on using
patents to assist designers in performing design-centred tasks. Jiang et al. (2022b) cat-
egorise four applications of patent analysis in engineering design research: design the-
ory, design methodology, design tool and design strategy. The study shows that design
methodology is the most popular theme of research contribution. Design methodology
can be understood asmethods or frameworks that can be repeatably applied to aid design
activities. A popular streamof research is to use appropriate formsof representation to facil-
itate a designer’s understanding of patents that can lead to design insight. Yang and Soo
(2012) use Part-Of-Speech and dependency trees to construct concept graphs from patent
claims. Fantoni et al. (2013) extract design information from patents using the function-
behaviour-state (FBS)model toprovide additional graphical visualisations alongsidepatent
drawings. Yuan et al. (2016) use qualitative processing reasoning to decompose an over-
all function of design to obtain the function structure and principle solution using SysML.
Vasantha et al. (2017) also utilise the FBS model to represent patent abstracts and use
crowdsourcing as ameans to evaluate people’s understandingof patents. Jiang et al. (2017)
further develop the functional analysis diagram (Aurisicchio, Bracewell, and Armstrong
2013) to represent patent working principles and later automate the whole process (Jiang,
Atherton, and Sorce 2021) to produce design insight.

Studies also focus on cross-patent knowledge representation. Kang et al. (2015) propose
amethodology of using apatent-functionmatrix to reveal the distribution of patents across
technical functions. Atherton et al. (2017) extract functional interactions between geomet-
ric features in patents to create graphical and semantic annotations of patent drawings. Luo
et al. (2018) use patent IPC to develop a cloud-based system, InnoGPS, to enable designers
to navigate technical concepts revealed in patents. Sarica, Luo, and Wood (2020) develop
TechNet, a semantic network of engineering concepts based on the analysis of patent title
and abstract, to reveal their semantic associations. Siddharth et al. (2022b) develop an
approach to obtain an engineering knowledge graph containing both common sense and
engineering inferences.

Some research focuses on design for patentability, i.e. avoiding potential conflicts with
existing IP, for instance, TRIZ-led patent mapping to identify potential conflicts between
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patents (Li, Atherton, and Harrison 2014), a TRIZ-based patent trimming design around
method (Li et al. 2015), a re-design framework based on function analysis (Cheng et al.
2016), a framework for emerging design-prior art comparison enabled by functional geom-
etry interaction and domain-specific ontology (Jiang et al. 2018), a design around approach
using both evolution theory and bundle-type patent portfolio analysis (Li et al. 2019a) and
a re-design process based on reversing engineering and patent circumvention (Akerdad,
Aboutajeddine, and Elmajdoubi 2022).

Patent analysis for engineering design is also broadly applied to aid ideation and hence
promote innovative designs. Murphy et al. (2014) develop patent-based functional anal-
ogy search to aid concept generation. This approach is evaluated, showing significantly
improved solutions in novelty (Fu et al. 2015). A research express solution finder (RESF)
is proposed by Ríos-Zapata et al. (2017) to search for adequate solutions for subsystem
designs through patent analysis. Valverde, Nadeau, and Scaravetti (2017) develop a three-
stagemethodology using pertinent keywords as the basis of knowledge for patent retrieval
and use a discovery matrix to identify design opportunities. Sorce et al. (2018) develop a
visual interface inspired by block-oriented programming to promote design innovation
which is subsequently shown to be effective (Sorce et al. 2019). Song, Luo, and Wood
(2019) propose a method that generates and uses a network of functions through their
co-occurrences in patents to identify a core–periphery structure. A study carried out by Liu
et al. (2020) presents cross-domain patents that can be retrieved usingmatching functional
basis keywords from the abstract for the conceptual design of innovative products. Chan
et al. (2021) use functional breakdown and a TRIZ scientific effect database to retrieve sim-
ilar patents using Doc2Vec model, such that more updated and specific examples can be
provided to support the generation of innovative solutions. Liu, Li, and Li (2021) transform
IPC text into effects described by a hierarchical function verb taxonomy, enabling design-
ers to map functional requirements to desired effect knowledge. Sarica et al. (2021) use
TechNet to stimulate ideagenerationbyencouragingdesigners to infer and relatenewcon-
cepts beyond the domain of interest, hence promoting the generation of new ideas. Luo,
Sarica, and Wood (2021) propose a knowledge-based system that provides design stimuli
according to knowledge distances across engineering fields.

To date, literature has provided valuable knowledge regarding how patent analysis can
benefit engineering design by providing design insight and supporting ideation. However,
the majority of research utilises functional attributes of designs either as input or output of
their analysis, meaning that the purpose of an invention is overlooked. The authors believe
that when engagingwith patents, it is beneficial to know the reasonwhy a particular inven-
tion is disclosed, in other words, what the motivation is behind it and how it is addressed
by the design. Jack (2013) suggests that the background section of a patent can be used
to identify needs and design motivation. In the work of Cascini and Zini (2008), the prob-
lem statement is mentioned. However, these problem statements are processed manually
by expert analysis, which possess challenges when analysing a large number of patents.
‘Needs’ were mentioned by Fantoni et al. (2013) and referred to as the voice of customers
but were not addressed in the approach developed. By incorporating the analysis of inven-
tion motivation, patent knowledge can be extracted and represented that fits the natural
way of designers’ thinking. Furthermore, prior studies that focus on cross-patent analysis
enabled by networks do not provide traceability of patents, meaning designers cannot
identify the source patent for further examination.
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2.2. Natural language processing of patents

Natural languageprocessing (NLP) schemeshavebeendeveloped in thepast years, andaim
to contribute to design research (Siddharth, Blessing, and Luo2022a). NLPhas beenbroadly
applied in patent analysis to extract data from patents that are related to design. For exam-
ple, Li et al. (2012) used NLP techniques to estimate the TRIZ level of invention for better
classification. Fantoni et al. (2013) apply NLP to extract function, behaviour and state infor-
mation frompatent texts, enabling a graphical visualisation of a patent. Cao et al. (2016) use
NLP to extract technical system components and their relationships to construct a design
structure matrix. Li and Tate (2019) use part-of-speech tagging and statistical parsing tech-
niques to identify functional requirements and design parameters. Jiang, Atherton, and
Sorce (2021) utilise part-of-speech tagging and regular expression parsing to achieve auto-
mated patent functional modelling, by identifying Subject-Action-Object triplets from the
patent-independent claim. In this section, popular techniques of NLP, sentiment analysis
and word embeddings are reviewed.

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, is a method often used in NLP that
identifies the degree of negativity of sentences. Sentiment analysis is broadly applied in
analysing people’s comments on social media (Li et al. 2019b; Soong et al. 2019) and prod-
uct/service reviews (Han and Moghaddam 2021; Jeong, Yoon, and Lee 2019; Zvarevashe
andOlugbara 2018), to help organisations tomake strategic decisions. As far as the authors
are aware, sentiment analysis has not been applied to patent analysis. Sentences in patent
descriptive sections that carry negative sentiment should possess a reasonable chance of
describing shortcomings of the prior art. Identifying shortcomings of prior art implies that
the present invention disclosed should be able to tackle those shortcomings, hence the
motivation for the invention.

Word embedding models vectorise textual phrases to capture useful semantic proper-
ties and linguistic relationships between words (Wang et al. 2018). Word embeddings can
enable a broad range of generic NLP tasks such as text generation (Qu et al. 2020), ques-
tion answering (Esposito et al. 2020) and text classification (Stein, Jaques, and Valiati 2019).
Word embeddings have also been applied to patent classification, for example, Grawe,
Martins, and Bonfante (2017) present a patent classification approach using word embed-
ding and Long Short Term Memory. Hu et al. (2018) develop a patent keyword extraction
algorithm based on the distributed Skip-gram model for improved patent classification.
Jiang et al. (2022a) combine word embeddings of patent title and abstract together with
patent image feature extraction using conventional neural networks to achieve a patent
classification architecture named TechDoc. Henriques, Ferreira, and Castelli (2022) apply
machine learningwith transfer learning on second-level IPC to classify Portuguese patents.
Studies also focus on using word embeddings for named entity recognition. Habibi et al.
(2017) apply deep learning and word embeddings in biomedical named entity recognition
(NER). Thorne and Akhondi (2020) compare the qualities of word embeddings for NER by
using training patents from different domains. Word embeddings are also broadly applied
in the construction of patent network graphs, for instance, TechNet (Sarica, Luo, andWood
2020), EngineeringKnowledgeGraph (Siddharth et al. 2022b),WikiLink (Zuo et al. 2022) and
Design Knowledge Graph (Sarica, Han, and Luo 2023).

Despite various applications of word embeddings in patent analysis, little research has
focused on how word embeddings can be used to establish semantic associations within
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and across patents that involve invention motivation. This study aims to address afore-
mentioned gaps with a particular focus on identifying and linking invention motivation,
specification and structure, to provide novel insight at early stages of design. In the next
section development of the approach is presented.

3. Development of the approach

3.1. Data collection

The first step is to determine where the patent data should be collected from, i.e. which
patent search engine to use. The most used English patent search engines include Google
Patents, EPO and USPTO. Both Google and EPO have access to global patents whilst USPTO
tends to only cover patents filed in the US region. Compared to EPO, Google patents is
quicker and more familiar to use, and can load patents in full text (Marley 2015) hence is
used in this study.

To get started, initial searches using Google Patents are required to obtain a list of
patents to be analysed. Then the results are exported in the form of a spreadsheet using
the ‘Download’ feature in Google Patents, which contains information such as title, date,
assignee and links of each patent. The spreadsheet is then imported into Python, allowing
web scraping of patent contents using the links. Python module BeautifulSoup with html
parser is used to carry out the web scraping. The scraped contents are stored in Python,
ready for the next step.

3.2. Extraction ofmotivation specification and structure

Althoughpatentbackground sections aremost suited formotivation recognition, it has lim-
ited information on the full patent. Moreover, from a web scraping viewpoint, it is difficult
to extract the background section solely as patents use different html classes on Google
Patents, making them difficult to scrape. Thus, the entire description section is used to
recognise motivation. Firstly, sentences that contain clear motivation indicators such as
‘there is a need for . . . ’ or ‘it is desired that . . . ’ are extracted using string matching. Then,
sentiment analysis is carried out for each sentence of the patent description to identify
those carrying negative sentiment. A pre-trained sentiment analysis model developed by
Hugging Face, ‘distilbert-base-uncased-finetuned-sst-2-english’ is used to predict the sen-
timent scores, in the form of a label and a score. Sentences labelled ‘negative’ and with a
score that is higher than 0.999 are considered to bemotivation sentences. These sentences
are then joined with the sentences containing motivation indicators and then compiled
into motivation sentences. Figure 1 shows the procedure for extracting motivation from a
patent.

The patent-independent claim is used to extract invention Specification and Structure.
This is because, by law, the independent claim must be self-contained and fully defines
the scope of the invention. IPO (2020) states that the distinctive technical features must
be set out by the first independent claim, distinguishing the invention from the prior art.
Therefore, analysing the independent claim should provide sufficient information to help
the designer obtain insight and decidewhether to investigate a patent in detail, rather than
targeted to capture the full patent. Invention Structure, identified in the form of technical
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Figure 1. Procedure of extracting motivation from a patent.

systems/components revealed by the abstract, is expected to be expressed in compound
noun phrases, e.g. ‘diesel engine’, ‘set of batteries’ and ‘at least one power supply’. By law,
a patent-independent claim can only have one sentence, therefore, in this study, invention
Specification is presumed to be expressed as short sentences separated by either a comma
or semicolon, and within these short sentences, at least one action (verb) should be per-
formed. Examples of extracted Specification include ‘a nozzle for a fan assembly for creating
an air current,’ and ‘a collapsible front tube assembly having a first end and a second end
supporting a front wheel.’

Extractionof Specification startswith customised sentence tokenisationbyusingNatural
Language Toolkit (NLTK). End characters ‘.’, ‘:’, ‘,’ and ‘;’ are used to split short sentences
from the independent claim. Then the stop words from each short sentence are removed
by referring to a customised list (see Table 1). The use of a customised list is because stop
words that are built in the NLTK corpus contain too many meaningful preposition phrases
such as ‘in’, ‘of’, ‘from’, and ‘to’, making it inaccurate for analysis if used.

Then a Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagger is built using scikit-learn in Python. The Penn Tree-
bank Corpus from NLTK is used to train the POS tagger. 80% of the dataset is used as
training sentences and 20% is used for testing. Features of the tokenised word including
the previous word, the next word, 1 to 3-letter prefix and suffix of the word are taken into
consideration during training. DecisionTreeClassifier from scikit-learn is usedwith 20k sam-
ples. The trained POS tagger against the testing dataset achieved an accuracy of 90.8%. This
tagger is then used to carry out noun phrase lemmatisation, to consolidate noun phrases
with similar expressions such as ‘battery’ and ‘batteries’. This is accomplished by convert-
ing POS tags to WordNet tags and then applying the WordNet Lemmatiser. The reason for
lemmatising noun phrases only while keeping other phrases unchanged is to maintain the
accuracyof parsingperformed later. A classifier-based chunker is thenbuilt using theCoNLL
2000 corpus. 85% of the dataset is used for training and 15% used for testing. The trained
chunker achieved a 93.1% accuracy in identifying IOB (Inside, Outside, Beginning) tags and
an F-measure of 89.2%. The trained chunker works well in identifying nouns and verbs with

Table 1. List of customised stop words used for independent claims.

said this that these those which what
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Figure 2. An example comparison using classifier-based chunker only (top) and plus an addition step
of shallow parsing using regular expression (bottom) for patent US9249810B2.

Table 2. List of hierarchy words used for specification.

comprising consist consists comprise comprises consisting having
has have Includes including include consists of composed of
consist of composing Composes containing contain contains

labels ‘NP’ and ‘VP’ respectively, however, Structures that are expressed in a more complex
formmight bemissed aswell as Specification that includes prepositions, e.g. ‘to define’ and
‘createdby’. As a result, an additional stepof shallowparsingusing regular expression is per-
formed to capture themore intricate form of Structure and Specification. For instance, ‘DP’,
referred to as design parameter, can exist in the form of <NP> <PP> <NP> < NP>∗,
“VERB”, referred to as verb, can exist in the formof <PP> ?<VP>+<RB>∗<PP>∗. This
results in another tree consisting of larger chunks. Figure 2 shows an example comparison
of chunks using only the classifier-based chunker (top) and with an additional step of shal-
low parsing (bottom) for a bladeless fan patent independent claim US9249810B2. ‘the air
flow’, ‘from’ and ‘the base’ is identified as one design parameter ‘the air flow from the base’,
‘for’ and ‘receiving’ is identified as one verb ‘for receiving’.

So far, each tokenised sentence is converted into a chunked tree with corresponding
labels. The next step to identify Specification is to check whether each tree has a VERB
label in it. If so, it will be stored for further processing. Leaves with the label ‘NP’ or ‘DP’
are considered as Structure, e.g. ‘an interior passage’, ‘the air flow from the base’ in Figure
2. Each stored sentence tokenwill then be checked against a customised hierarchy term list
(see Table 2) to see whether that sentence is only describing a hierarchical relationship. If a
sentence token only has one VERB and that VERB is within the list of hierarchy words, that
sentence token is then removed from the specification list. Figure 3 shows the procedure
of identifying Specification and Structure from patent independent claim.

3.3. Linkingmotivation, specification and structure

So far invention Motivation, Specification and Structure have been extracted using patent
description and independent claim, expressed in natural language. In order to facilitate
cross-patent analysis and discovery, Motivation and Specification need to be associated
with standardised libraries of expressions. In this study, the TRIZ 39 engineering param-
eters (Mann 2001) and reconciled functional basis (RFB) (Hirtz et al. 2002) are used. The
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Figure 3. Procedure of extracting specification and structure from a patent

TRIZ 39 engineering parameters refer to improving and worsening features of a system
to guide the generation of ideas, which can indicate the improvement claimed by an
invention compared to the prior art. RFB is a standardised set of terms to represent prod-
uct technical functions in engineering design. It uses the concept of function and flow to
provide consistency in communication between designers. RFB uses a three-tier system
(primary, secondary and tertiary) to incorporate both function and flow terms. In this study,
secondary terms plus the power conjugate complements for energy terms are used for the
convenience of data analysis. Figure 4 presents the linking approach to link inventionMoti-
vation, Specification and Structure. The linking approach is accomplished in two stages,
conceptualisation and mapping.
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Figure 4. Linking approaches for linking invention motivation, specification and structure.

3.3.1. Conceptualisation
Extracted motivation from the previous step is vectorised using Sentence-BERT (Reimers
and Gurevych 2019), a well-known Python framework for sentence embeddings. A
pre-trained model ‘all-mpnet-base-v2’, available on Hugging Face, with an average per-
formance of 63.3% on both sentence embeddings and semnac search, is used to convert
each motivation sentence to a 768-dimensional dense vector. For the 39 TRIZ parameters,
with the aim of better defining what each parameter means, their corresponding explana-
tion (Gadd 2011) is used instead of the parameter names. For example, instead of using
‘Speed’, its explanation, ‘The velocity of an object; the rate of a process or action in time’
is used. After both motivation and TRIZ parameters are vectorised, Pearson’s correlation
coefficient is calculated for each motivation embeddings against all 39 TRIZ parameter
embeddings. The TRIZ parameter whose embeddings yields the highest Pearson’s coeffi-
cients is considered to be the conceptualisation of that particular motivation, see Figure 5
for this conceptualisation procedure.

A similar approach is applied for the conceptualisation of Specification. First of all, each
extracted Specification sentence token is vectorised using Sentence-BERT. For each RFB
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Figure 5. Procedure of motivation conceptualisation using TRIZ parameter and their explanations.

secondary function and flow terms, their corresponding explanation (Hirtz et al. 2002)
was used to obtain their embeddings. For example, instead of using function ‘actuate’,
its explanation, ‘To commence the flow of energy, signal, or material in response to an
imported control signal’ is used. However, it was found that RFB flow terms are already
self-explanatory compared to their explanation, for example, ‘force’ is already quite clear
compared to its explanation ‘The action that produces or attempts to produce a transla-
tion’. Therefore, it was decided that RFB flow terms are used rather than their explanations.
After specification, RFB function and RFB flow are vectorised, Pearson’s correlation coeffi-
cient is used again tomeasure the similarity betweeneach specification embedding against
each RFB function and flow embedding. This results in one RFB function term and one
RFB flow term whose embeddings yield the highest Pearson’s ratio. The couple formed by
these function and flow terms is ultimately considered to be the conceptualisation of that
particular specification. Figure 6 shows the procedure of specification conceptualisation.

Conceptualisation of the invention Structure extracted earlier can be achieved with
the aid of knowledge representation schemes such as WordNet (Miller 1995), ConceptNet
(Speer, Chin, and Havasi 2017) and TechNet (Sarica, Luo, and Wood 2020), amongst which
TechNet appears to be more suitable for engineering design. However, implementation of
such schemes requires a considerable amount of time and resources hence is not addressed
in this paper, as indicatedby abrokenarrow in Figure 4. As a result, at themoment invention
Structure is expressed in patent terms.

3.3.2. Mapping
Mapping betweenmotivation and specification is achieved by computing Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient between extractedmotivation and specification sentences. This will more
accurately reflect patent-specific knowledge association. However,with the aimof support-
ing cross-patent analysis and discovery, the established association will be passed onto
their corresponding conceptualised terms. Mapping between specification and structure
is based on the chunked tree obtained earlier. Subtree with the label ‘VERB’ will be used
as the centre for Structure identification following a Subject-Action-Object format in which
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Figure 6. Procedure of specification conceptualisation using RFB function and flow.

‘VERB’ is the ‘Action’. The algorithmwill navigate through each tree, and locate every ‘VERB’
and the ‘NP’ or ‘DP’ on its near left and right. By doing so the mapping can be achieved.

With each patent’s Motivation, Specification and Structure conceptualised and linked,
patents can be analysed in bulk to provide further insight into the early design stages. For
example, the analysed results can enable a knowledge base of interlinked invention Moti-
vation, Specification and Structure for designers to explore. Figure 7 shows the procedure
of how the mapping is accomplished and a knowledge network can be constructed. The
association between each knowledge element, i.e. node, is simply the data pairs obtained
through the mapping using Pearson’s correlation hence is not weighted.

4. Method evaluation

In this section, the proposedmethod is applied to 15 patents from five engineering design
invention categories (see Table 3). Only three patents per category because of the time
required to perform thorough analysis for each patent. When performing HTML scrapping,
for consistency purposes, only grantedpatents from theUSpatent officewere selected. The
invention categories specified in Table 3 were used as Google patents search keywords,
e.g. ‘bladeless fan’, and ‘hybrid locomotive’. Then three patents were selected randomly
from the results and their correspondingweblink is stored for later access. Notation for each
patent entry is assigned.

Extraction and conceptualisation results obtained from these 15 patentswere evaluated
against expert analysis as well as zero-shot text classification (Yin, Hay, and Roth 2019). The
expert analysis was performed by two designers together, one with over 25 years of expe-
rience and another one with over 8 years of experience. The results shown in the section
are the agreed outcomes. Worth noticing that in order to establish a standard procedure
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Figure 7. Procedure of establishing mapping and knowledge network construction.

and facilitate the comparison, expert analysis followed a similar methodology explained
in Section 3.2. The time taken for analysing each patent is 20min for Motivation, 30min
for Specification and 10min for Structure. Expert analysis of mapping was not carried out
and hence was not evaluated in this study. There are two main reasons for this. First, the
task requires significantly more time to complete compared to other tasks. Second, unlike
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Table 3. 15 patents from five engineering design invention
categories selected for evaluation.

Invention categories Patent Number Notation

Bladeless fan (BF) US-9599368-B2 BF1
US-11396881-B2 BF2
US-8454322-B2 BF3

Internal combustion engine (ICE) US-8671920-B2 ICE1
US-10247156-B2 ICE2
US-7409933-B2 ICE3

Hybrid locomotive (HL) US-8640629-B2 HL1
US-7190133-B2 HL2
US-9186997-B2 HL3

Hair dryer (HD) US-10064469-B2 HD1
US-8782920-B2 HD2
US-10021952-B2 HD3

Folding bicycle (FB) US-6986522-B2 FB1
US-11535330-B2 FB2
US-8473130-B2 FB3

fairly straightforward conceptualisation, each invention is understood by designers differ-
ently, therefore, challenging to accomplish objective mapping. As a result, the mapping
outcome obtained in this study can be seen as a subjective interpretation of inventions by
the method for designers to consider.

Figures 8–10 show a summary of how accurate the proposed method was in extracting
motivation, specification and structure information for the 15 patents analysed. From the
results, it can be seen that the method performed well in extracting motivation and speci-
fication. The majority of the results are close to expert analysis with a maximum difference
of 5 in motivation for patent HL2. In almost all cases the number of results obtained using
the proposed method are either equal to or more than expert analysis. This is particularly
noticeable in Figure10 inwhich14patents yield anadditional numberof results thanexpert
analysis with the highest difference of 15. It can also be seen from Figure 10 that, unlike Fig-
ures 8 and 9, almost all structures extracted ended up with fewer numbers than the expert

Figure 8. Invention motivation extraction compared to expert analysis.
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Figure 9. Invention specification extraction compared to expert analysis.

Figure 10. Invention Structure extraction compared to expert analysis.

analysis. This is most likely due to the complex sentence structure used in claim sentences,
suggesting a limitation of the proposed method.

As explained in Section 3.3, the extracted information is then conceptualised, more
specifically, Motivation to TRIZ 39 parameters, Specification to RFB. Results obtained by the
proposed method are evaluated against expert analysis and also Zero-Shot classification.
Zero-Shot classification was carried out by using Transformers with a pre-trained model
‘bart-large-mnli’ from Hugging Face. The user-defined labels in each classification task cor-
respond to TRIZ parameters, RFB function and RFB flow terms respectively. The results are
shown in Figure 11–13. Results obtained by expert analysis are used as a reference for
comparison.
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Figure 11. Comparison of motivation conceptualisation.

Figure 12. Comparison of specification function conceptualisation.

The results indicate that the proposed method outperforms the Zero-Shot approach in
almost every category.However,whencompared toexpert analysis it canbe seen that there
is still a noticeable difference even when the proposed method is applied.

With the aimof quantifying the performance of the proposedmethod, two performance
measures are defined, namely Relative Performance (RP) and Absolute Performance (AP).
Relative Performance only considers when there is a match between auto analysis and
expert analysis, whilst Absolute Performance takes the ‘noisy’ data produced by the pro-
posedmethod into consideration by having another ratio between the number ofmatched
results and the total number of produced results. The formulas for these twomeasures can
be found in Equations (1) and (2).
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Figure 13. Comparison of specification flow conceptualisation.

Relative Performance (RP) (%) = No. of Matched Result
No. of Expert Analysis

(1)

Absolute Performance (AP) (%) = RP (%) × No. of Matched Result
No. of Auto Analysis

(2)

Table 4 shows a summary of performancemeasures for themethod proposed in extract-
ing and conceptualising invention knowledge. The values shown are the mean values
obtained by taking the average of 15 patents. From the summary, it can be seen that the
method performed very well in extracting invention motivation and specification, with
a minimum of 89% match. Although 81% of the structure was captured successfully, a
considerable amount of ‘noisy’ data was generated at the same time, resulting in a sig-
nificant drop in absolute performance. As presented in Figure 11–13, the performance of
the proposed method is far better than Zero-Shot classification. The accuracy of function
conceptualisation is noticeably better than the flow, but all worse than motivation. The
overall performance of the conceptualisation task suggests that further work needs to be
done to improve the accuracy of summarising patent-specific knowledge into standardised
engineering design vocabularies.

Table 4. Summary of method evaluation.

Extraction Conceptualisation

RP AP

RP
(Proposed
Method)

AP
(Proposed
Method) RP (Zero-Shot) AP (Zero-Shot)

Motivation 99% 89% 64% 56% 18% 16%
Specification Function 98% 91% 56% 52% 14% 13%

Flow 44% 41% 22% 20%
Structure 81% 54%
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5. Prototype knowledge network

Based on the results obtained by analysing the 15 example patents, a prototype knowledge
network is constructed using Pyvis following the procedure described in Section 3.3.2. Built
around VisJS library, Pyvis features interactive environments that allow users to search, fil-
ter and drag knowledge elements within the network, with the aid of different levels and
groupsdefinedandkeywordmatch, for example, see Figure 14.Othernetwork construction
toolkits can also be applied, in this study Pyvis was used as a demonstration.

Figure 15 shows an example use of the knowledge network. ‘Loss of energy’ is used as
the search query, which returns the match invention motivation IDs. Detail description of
themotivation canbeobtainedby cursor hovering. Figure 16 showswhen ‘Supply electrical

Figure 14. Keyword search and filtering function offered by Pyvis.

Figure 15. Search results using ‘Loss of Energy’.
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Figure 16. Search results using ‘Supply Electrical current’.

Figure 17. Results when a specific patent specification is selected.

current’ is used as a search query. The related conceptualised motivations were also high-
lighted, ‘Use of energy by stationary object’ and ‘Loss of energy’, as well as related patent
specification. The user can keep exploring the network by selecting the interested patent
specification to reveal its relevant invention structure. For example, see Figure 17.

Figure 18 presents an overview of how the proposed knowledge network can be used in
the early design stages. Designers can explore the knowledge base by sending queries con-
cerning early design problems such as needs (Motivation), tasks (Specification) and designs
(Structure). Connected knowledge for these queries will be highlighted to provide design
insight. Designers are also able to trace down to specific patents for further investigation
from the knowledge base.
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Figure 18. Overview of a linked patent knowledge base for early design use.

6. Discussion

The approach developed in this study provides a structured representation of invention
knowledge that suits the natural way of designers’ thinking; aiming to offer insight at early
stages of design and support designers in making informed decisions prior to detail exam-
ination of patents. Drawn from the descriptive section of patents, the approach enables
designers to quickly understand the need for an invention (Motivation), functions to be
accomplished (Specification) and the conceptual solution (Structure), without the need for
reading thepatent document. In addition to the ‘what’, the linkingbetween this knowledge
is established in this study, providing insight into the ‘how’, e.g. how the need for an inven-
tion is associatedwith functions and thenwith conceptual solutions. This linked knowledge
is then visualised using a network map as a convenient infographic.

With the use of TRIZ parameters and RFB terms as conceptualisedmotivation and speci-
fication, cross-patent analysis is enabled, leading to the establishment of a knowledgebase.
By looking at a number of analysed patents at the same time, designers can identify popu-
larmotivations from the inventions analysed and continue exploring the network to obtain
detailed information regarding existing solutions. The example network established in this
study can be navigated by sending queries to quickly locate target information, providing
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intuitive usage. Compared to existing knowledge graphs and semantic networks devel-
oped in the literature, the knowledge base established in this study can provide traces
back to individual patents. This can be beneficial to designers when detailed examination
of patents is necessary. In other words, the knowledge base developed can be used as
decision-making support tool to help designers to decide whether to investigate specific
patents in detail in the early design stages.

In this study pre-trained models were used where possible to provide quick analysis.
According to the evaluation results from the 15 sample patents analysed, the proposed
approach performed well in extracting the invention knowledge. However, performance
starts to drop when performance conceptualisation, suggesting the limitation of pre-
trainedmodels without fine-tuning. The authors believe that having user-labelled data will
improve the performance to a great extent but it is impractical when cross-invention anal-
ysis is preferred as this will require a considerable amount of time and effort. Of course, if
designers are willing to input more in the development and improvement of user-labelled
datasets, they are likely to get a more accurate and sensible outcome. If they are looking
for some quick yet also informative results, then standard ready-to-use techniques might
still be sufficient. The main purpose of the approach developed in this study is to show the
practicality of automatically identifying and linking inventionMotivation, Specification and
Structure from patent descriptive sections, aiming to provide quick insight into invention
design knowledge for informeddecisions. Therefore, the accuracy of the automatic analysis
is not the primary concern here.

7. Conclusion

Being arguably the largest database of freely accessible engineering design information,
patents can be seen as a great source of knowledge. However, it is commonly agreed
that patents are difficult to understand even for professionals. As a result, it is benefi-
cial to reformulate invention knowledge into a structured representation that suits the
natural way of designer’s thinking. In this paper, an approach is proposed, which aims
to demonstrate how to identify and link invention Motivation, Specification and Struc-
ture in a short time using techniques such as natural language processing, sentiment
analysis, sentence embeddings and semantic correlation. The approach focuses on the
patent description and independent claim section, incorporating TRIZ 39 parameters and
reconciled functional basis (RFB) to provide designers with a more comprehensive and
systematic understanding with respect to engineering design. This approach enables a
knowledge base to be established, existing as a network map in this study, offering
great potential for designers to explore ideas at the early design stage. The designers are
able to obtain insight into areas such as common motivations and specifications behind
inventions and therefore make informed decisions. The knowledge base also offers trace-
ability to individual patents, allowing designers to identify specific patents for further
investigation.
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